Senior Concert Band Auditions

Technical Requirements: Tuba

Range:

\[ \text{Range Diagram} \]

Scales: Preferably from memory

1. Db Major 1 octave
2. G Major 1 octave
3. Ab Major 1 octave
4. Eb Major 1 octave
5. F Harmonic Minor 1 octave
6. F Chromatic Scale 1 octave

Articulation:

1. all slurred
2. all tongued
3. 2 slurred, 2 tongued
4. 3 slurred, 1 tongued

Tempo: minimum play crotchetts at mm \( \text{♩} = 120 \)
2015 Tuba Auditions for SCB for 2016

1:

Adagio

2:

Vivace